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A new style of IT



Internet of things



Source of Big Data

Consequence of Our Digital World

Internet

Social Media

Supercomputing

Digitised Text

Security cameras

Laboratory informatics

Parallelization of experiments

Sensor network
 Radio telescopes

 Ocean sensors

 Satellites

 Your digital camera



Megabyte, Gigabyte, Terrabyte, Petabyte (1015 bytes)



The Big Science era



Compute and Storage

Does data become exponentially incomputable?



TwiNL

About 4 million messages in Dutch per day

Parallel processing to search text and metadata with Hadoop (5TB)





Enabling smarter cities

Example application showing 

how a heatwave would affect 

Amsterdam area.

Urban heat island profile



New markers for human health



Mapping our world in 3D



Big Data Beyond Volume

Volume

Data at Rest

Terabytes to exabytes 

of existing data to 

process

Variety

Data in Many 

Forms

Structured, 

unstructured, 

multimedia, text, 

metadata, various 

sources and formats 

Velocity

Data in Motion

Batch, near time, real 

time, streams

Adapted from http://www-05.ibm.com/fr/events/netezzaDM_2012/Solutions_Big_Data.pdf



Big Data Beyond Volume

Adapted from http://www-05.ibm.com/fr/events/netezzaDM_2012/Solutions_Big_Data.pdf

Veracity

Data in Doubt

Uncertainty due to 

incompleteness, 

approximations, 

inconsistencies, 

ambiguities, latency,..

Data Relevancy

Is the data valid for 

the problem and has 

the data sound basis 

in logic or fact

Validity

Data Value

Cost of samples and 

data generation or 

intrinsic value

Value



Beyond the Data Deluge

Rapidly progressed from Big Data as an impending doom to a 
limitless opportunity



Is Big Data a Hype?



Is Big Data a Hype?

Yes, but the change in science that it represents is very real

Gartner Hype Cycle



Fourth Paradigm: Data-Intensive Scientific Discovery 

Theory

Experimentation

Simulation

Data-Intensive



Source: wikipedia

Paradigm (Kuhn -1962)

• Accepted way of interrogating the world 

and synthesizing knowledge common to 

a substantial proportion of researchers in 

a discipline at any moment in time 

• Periodically, a new way of thinking occurs 

that challenges accepted theories and 

approaches because the dominant mode 

of science cannot account for particular 

phenomena or answer key questions



Deduction

The process of reasoning from one or more statements 

(premises) to reach a logically certain conclusion.

General rule: 

If it rains, everything will get wet outside

Further: 

It rains

The car is parked outside

Hence we conclude: 

The car will get wet



Induction (empiricism)

Reasoning in which the premises seek to supply strong 

evidence for the truth of the conclusion. The truth of the 

conclusion of an inductive argument is probable, based 

upon the evidence given.

We study the colors of swans in a park 

The first swan is white

The second swan is white

....

The last observed swan is white

Hence the conclusion is

All swans in the park are white

.





Big data and new empiricism

• Big Data captures whole domain and full resolution

• No need for a priori theory, models or hypotheses

• Data can speak for themselves, free of human bias 

or framing, and any patterns and relationships are 

inherently meaningful and truthful

• Meaning transcends context or domain-specific 

knowledge



End of theory?

• Identifying patterns within data does not occur in a 

scientific vacuum 

– Framed by previous findings, theories,  experience 

and knowledge

– Representation, sample and analytics algorithm are 

shaped by the technology and platform used

– Still sampling bias

– Meaning and value of findings



Spurious correlations

• Population and radioactive decay of iodine

– Both have a trend

• Drowning in swimming pools and ice cream 

sales

– Heat wave as explaining variable

Gets worse with more data





Big data big deal for science?

• Definitely!

– Accelerated scientific discovery

• Higgs Boson

• Genomics

• Big bang

• ….

– Increased data availability (structured & 

unstructured, heterogeneous)

– New opportunities provided by (super) 

computing, data management, networks and 

data analytics



Big data big deal for science?

• A successful scientist is (also) a data scientist

• eScience and e-Infrastructure fully engrained into 

the scientific process

But

• No fundamental change of the scientific process 

(but inductive reasoning gets more attention 

data-driven discovery) 

• Data does not speak for itself

• Does data become incomputable?



Issues

• Ethics

• Privacy

• Cybersecurity

• Open access, data stewardship, 

provenance http://www.datafairport.org



Thanks for the attention


